
Name ______________________________   Block/HR__________________ 

Date Assigned ________________________   Date Due__________________ 

 

US Regions Menu Project 

Below are the possible options for your project.  Choose 1 to complete. 

 

1. Create trading cards for at least 10 states.  The collection must represent states in every region.  

The cards should include info such as: economy, natural resources, landmarks, landforms, bodies 

of water, state motto, ect. 

 

2. Create a brochure advertising a state of your choice.  Include geographical region and features, 

climate, major industries, famous people. Places to visit, and fun facts.  The brochure can be 

completed on a trifold sheet of paper or printed with a computer brochure program. 

 

3. Create a poster of one of the regions.  Each poster should include:  

 Accurate facts and details about the region 

 Major landforms and other geographical features 

 All the states and their capitals in the region 

 A map of the region with a map key 

 Images that represent the region 

 

4. Plan a road trip!  Choose one of the regions.  Plan a trip that requires a stop in each state of that 

region.  Your trip should start and end at your house.  You should be prepared to tell me: 

 The route you drove starting and ending at your house.  What is the total number of miles 

you traveled?   

 Written description of the places you are going to visit. What types of things are you going to do 

there? What is the history behind your destination? Why is your destination significant? If you’re 

going to a nature place like Yellowstone National Park, what activities will you do and what will 

you see.  You can also go visit famous landmarks. 

 This would be a good one to use google slides.  Each stop would be a new slide. 

 

 

**We will work on this project in class for two days.  If you have a personal device, you should bring it 

since classroom computers are limited.  If it is not completed in class, you will need to finish at home.  

Project is due _________________________. 

Have fun! 


